Help Roberta put her garbage in the correct place. Draw a line from the piece of garbage to the place it should be thrown out.

Let's start inside, And do not blush, Well, think of things, We should not flush, Let's start inside and do not blush, We'll think of things we should not flush.

Don't flush your toys. Iguanas too, Don't like to travel with your poo. Don't flush your toys. Iguanas too, Don't like to travel with your poo.

Our medicine we didn't use, Goes in the trash, Not in our loos Our medicine we didn't use, Goes in the trash, not in our loos.

If it is trash, Don't flush it down, You're wasting water for our town If it is trash don't flush it down You're wasting water for our town.

(How about the kitchen sink?) Now in your sink Don't pour all that Leftover bacon grease or fat. Now in your sink don't pour all that Leftover bacon grease or fat.

(How about the storm drain?) What goes in there Is not cleaned and It flows into The Rio Grande. What goes in there is not cleaned and It flows into the Rio Grande.

Pick up your trash and your dog's poop, Or rain will act just like a scoop. Pick up your trash and your dog's poop Or rain will act just like a scoop.

Our medicine we didn't use Goes in the trash, Not in our loos Our medicine we didn't use Goes in the trash, not in our loos.

Let's start inside, And do not blush, Well, think of things, We should not flush, Let's start inside and do not blush, We'll think of things we should not flush.

Don't flush your toys. Iguanas too, Don't like to travel with your poo. Don't flush your toys. Iguanas too, Don't like to travel with your poo.

Our medicine we didn't use, Goes in the trash, Not in our loos Our medicine we didn't use, Goes in the trash, not in our loos.

If it is trash, Don't flush it down, You're wasting water for our town If it is trash don't flush it down You're wasting water for our town.

(How about the kitchen sink?) Now in your sink Don't pour all that Leftover bacon grease or fat. Now in your sink don't pour all that Leftover bacon grease or fat.

(How about the storm drain?) What goes in there Is not cleaned and It flows into The Rio Grande. What goes in there is not cleaned and It flows into the Rio Grande.

Pick up your trash and your dog's poop, Or rain will act just like a scoop. Pick up your trash and your dog's poop Or rain will act just like a scoop.

Things We Should Not Flush! Sung to the tune of Sipping Cider through a Straw

Help Roberta put her garbage in the correct place. Draw a line from the piece of garbage to the place it should be thrown out.

Let's start inside, And do not blush, Well, think of things, We should not flush, Let's start inside and do not blush, We'll think of things we should not flush.

Don’t flush your toys. Iguanas too, Don’t like to travel with your poo. Don’t flush your toys. Iguanas too, Don’t like to travel with your poo.

Our medicine we didn’t use, Goes in the trash, Not in our loos Our medicine we didn’t use, Goes in the trash, not in our loos.

If it is trash, Don’t flush it down, You’re wasting water for our town If it is trash don’t flush it down You’re wasting water for our town.

(How about the kitchen sink?) Now in your sink Don’t pour all that Leftover bacon grease or fat. Now in your sink don’t pour all that Leftover bacon grease or fat.

(How about the storm drain?) What goes in there Is not cleaned and It flows into The Rio Grande. What goes in there is not cleaned and It flows into the Rio Grande.

Pick up your trash and your dog’s poop, Or rain will act just like a scoop. Pick up your trash and your dog’s poop Or rain will act just like a scoop.